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Ingredients

9 ounce best-quality whole

hazelnuts, toasted, skinned,

and roughly chopped (shy 2

cups; 355g)

10 ounces heavy cream (about

1 1/4 cups; 285g)

8 ounces whole milk (about 1

cup; 225g)

1 vanilla bean, split and

scraped; seeds reserved

(optional)

6 ounces sugar (about 3/4 cup

plus 2 Tablespoons; 170g )

5 ounces egg yolk (shy 2/3

cup; 140g)

3/4 teaspoon (3g) Diamond

Crystal kosher salt, or more to

taste; for table salt, use about

Hazelnut Mascarpone Ice Cream Recipe
STELLA PARKS

This creamy, nutty ice cream has a plain and simple appearance that belies the complexity of

its �avor, which comes from an overnight infusion of toasted hazelnuts with milk and cream.

The addition of a vanilla bean to the steeping process will add a �oral dimension, but it's not

essential—here, hazelnuts are the real star of the show, along with a touch of mascarpone.

Its creamy richness and notes of cultured dairy lend buttery sweetness to the ice cream,

highlighting the toasty notes of hazelnut at the same time.

Why It Works

Directions

1. In a 3-quart saucier, combine the roughly chopped hazelnuts with the

heavy cream, milk, and the scraped vanilla bean pod (if using). Bring

to a simmer over medium heat, stirring from time to time, then cover,

and cool to room temperature o� heat. Once cool, refrigerate

overnight, or up to 36 hours.

2. Return the chilled hazelnut-milk to a simmer, then strain through a

mesh sieve into a large bowl. The hazelnuts can be used as-is to

make creamy or crunchy Homemade Nutella (see note), but will not

be used further in this recipe.

3. Let the 3-quart saucier cool until safe to touch (no need to wash),

then add the sugar, egg yolks, and salt, along with the reserved

vanilla seeds (if using), and whisk to combine. When smooth, add the

warm hazelnut-milk, followed by the mascarpone, whisking gently to

combine.

4. Cook over medium-low heat, stirring and scraping constantly with a

�exible, heat resistant spatula until warm to the touch, then increase

heat to medium. Continue stirring and scraping until thickened and

Toasting and skinning the hazelnuts helps maximize their natural �avor.•
A long, slow infusion gives the milk and cream a complex hazelnut �avor.•
Mascarpone has a nutty sweetness of its own, enhancing that of the hazelnuts.•

YIELD: makes about 1 quart ACTIVE TIME:  about 30 minutes
TOTAL TIME: between 12 and 38 hours
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half as much by volume or the

same weight

8 ounces mascarpone,

brought to approxixmately

70°F/21°C (about 1 cup; 225g)

1/2 ounce vanilla extract; or

Frangelico (about 1

tablespoon; 15g)

steaming hot, or around 165°F (74°C) although precision is not

required in a recipe like this.

5. Strain the ice cream base into a non-reactive container, then whisk in

vanilla extract or a nutty liqueur. Cover and refrigerate until no

warmer than 39°F, (4°C) or cool to the same temperature in an ice

bath; the time required will vary considerably depending on the

technique, as well as the container style.

6. Once cool, churn the base in an ice cream maker until thick, with a

texture like soft-serve. Meanwhile, place a 1-quart container and

�exible spatula in the freezer. When ice cream looks thick and light,

shut o� the machine and, using the chilled spatula, scrape ice cream

into the prepared container. Enjoy as soft-serve, or cover with plastic

pressed directly against surface of ice cream, then close lid and

freeze until �rm. In an airtight container, with the surface of the ice

cream protected by a sheet of plastic, the ice cream will keep for up

to one month in the freezer.

Special Equipment

3-quart stainless steel saucier,non-reactive sieve, stainless steel mixing bowl, ice cream maker, non-reactive,
freezer-safe container

https://www.seriouseats.com/2017/08/guide-to-essential-baking-tools.html
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00JQNCALE/?tag=se-recipe-equipment-20
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Notes

The milk-soaked hazelnuts can be refrigerated in an airtight container for up to one week, and used, as-is, to make

creamy or crunchy Homemade Nutella, without any further modi�cation. The cooking phase will take slightly longer to

drive out the moisture absorbed by the hazelnuts, but otherwise no changes to the recipe are required. The �avor will

be less intensely nutty, but still quite good. In turn, the homemade Nutella can be folded with the �nished ice cream, to

create a swirl, or else it can be used as a warm topping.

Make-Ahead and Storage

In an airtight container, with the surface of the ice cream protected by a sheet of plastic, the ice cream will keep for up

to one month in the freezer.
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